December 10, 2014

Senator Majority Leader Harry Reid
Senator Minority Leader Mitch McConnell
Speaker of the House John Boehner
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
United States Congress

The Honorable Tom Wheeler
The Honorable Mignon Clyburn
The Honorable Jessica Rosenworcel
The Honorable Ajit Pai
The Honorable Michael O’Rielly
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554

Dear Majority Leader Reid; Minority Leader McConnell; Speaker Boehner; Minority Leader Pelosi; Chairman Wheeler; and Commissioners Clyburn, Rosenworcel, Pai, and O’Rielly:

We write, representing a wide range of technology companies, to express our strong opposition to proposals to classify broadband as a “Title II” service. Based on our experience and business
expertise, we believe that our companies and our employees – like the consumer, businesses, and public institutions who depend on ever-improving broadband networks – would be hurt by the reduced capital spend in broadband networks that would occur if broadband is classified under Title II. Such a dramatic reversal in policy is unnecessary to ensure an open Internet.

For almost twenty years, national leadership, on a bipartisan basis, has nurtured the broadband Internet with a wise, effective, and restrained policy approach that supported the free flow of data, services, and ideas online while creating a climate that supported private investment in broadband networks. The result has been a technological, economic, and social miracle that has boosted economic productivity and enriched lives, and created in America a symbiotic Internet economy that’s the envy of the world.

Our companies are proud to have played a role in that miracle, and we look forward to a long future providing the devices, components, and services that fuel the modern Internet. But this depends on a continued national commitment to building and deploying ever more capable and faster networks – something Title II puts at risk.

While many experts have noted the damage Title II could do to network investment, the harm would cascade out far beyond the provision of broadband service because the Internet is now so entwined with our entire economy. As the White House explained last year, “[the] build-out of broadband infrastructure itself is a major driver of American investment and job creation … even more significant are the ways that connectivity is transforming a range of industries, from education to entertainment to agriculture to travel.”¹

Reversing course now by shifting to Title II means that instead of billions of broadband investment driving other sectors of the economy forward, any reduction in this spending will stifle growth across the entire economy.

This is not idle speculation or fear mongering. And as some have already warned, Title II is going to lead to a slowdown, if not a hold, in broadband build out, because if you don’t know that you can recover on your investment, you won’t make it. One study estimates that capital investment by certain broadband providers could be between $28.1 and $45.4 billion lower than expected over the next five years if wireline broadband reclassification occurs.² If even half of the ISPs decide to pull back investment to this degree, the impact on the tech equipment sector will be immediate and severe, and the impact would be even greater if wireless broadband is reclassified.

The investment shortfall would then flow downstream, landing first and squarely on technology companies like ours, and then working its way through the economy overall. Just a few years

removed from the worst recession in memory, that’s a risk no policymaker should accept, let alone promote.

On behalf of all Americans who depend upon the broadband Internet that has flourished under the current approach, we urge you to reject backward looking demands for Title II classification, and remain faithful to the policy approach that has served the nation well.

Sincerely,
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CC: Secretary of Commerce Penny Pritzker
White House Director of the National Economic Council Jeffrey Zients
White House Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers Jason Furman